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AUTHOR Tomasz Kaczorowski


AGE RATING 15 years old and over


CHARACTERS Achilles, Cassandra, Patroclus, Penthesilea, Briseis, Erynnis, People


SUMMARY “Achilleis. 2021” is an up-to-date, socially-engaged play, reporting on the language and 

temperature of the street rebellion Anno Domini 2020/2021 as if in the heat of the moment, while 

having universal ambitions. It boldly inscribes the pulsating present into a cool and distanced antique 

framework, placing current events in the context of eternal conflicts framed by universal mythical 

patterns. Achilles, Cassandra, Patroclus, Briseis and the remaining characters communicate their 

anger, confusion, anxiety and disagreement with reality, presenting the audience with typical masks 

characteristic for ancient conventions. At the same time, the phrases they use are very topical 

– echoing at street protests and in social media, making up the narrative of the Women’s Strike. 

By incorporating the slogans – those shouted out, written on cardboards and those from Internet 

memes – into the roles of the Iliad, the author of the play creates an interesting, mixed language 

–colloquial, loud, blunt on the one hand and poetic, rhythmical, metaphorical on the other. In the 

linguistic canvas there is a question interwoven, repeatedly asked both by the characters and the 

narrator: “Who has the voice here? Who should have the voice?” An attempt to answer the question is 

made in the drama’s finale – in a thoroughly contemporary monologue by Cassandra (with the 

traditionally Cassandrian tone resounding in the tragic statement “I told you so”) combined with 

a proposal to change the title to “Cassandra. 2021”.


MESSAGE Educational: the play continues a trend derived from the tradition set by the Homeric epics 

and the ‘ancient theatre’ of Stanisław Wyspiański. It is an excellent proposal for a contemporary 

reinterpretation of ancient models and motifs. 

Civic: the play is a kind of manifesto communicating the need for action and involvement, rather than 

indifference or passivity. 

Philosophical: the play shows the present as another incarnation of the ever-repeating history, 

an element of a larger, universal pattern.


SOURCE Entered in the Competition for Young Audience Theatre Play organised by the Children's Art 

Centre in Poznań in 2021


AWARDS AND DISTINCTIONS First Prize in the above-mentioned Competition


LOCATION Index of plays in "Dialog": https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/

tomasz_kaczorowski_achilleis.pdf

https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/tomasz_kaczorowski_achilleis.pdf
https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/tomasz_kaczorowski_achilleis.pdf






AWARDS AND DISTINCTIONS First Prize in the above-mentioned Competition


LOCATION Index of plays in "Dialog": https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/

katarzyna_matwiejczuk_stalowy_wilk.pdf


COMPILATION Justyna Czarnota

https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/katarzyna_matwiejczuk_stalowy_wilk.pdf
https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/katarzyna_matwiejczuk_stalowy_wilk.pdf




LOCATION Index of plays in "Dialog": https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/

karolina_szczypek_lapacz_snow.pdf


COMPILATION Emilia Gałczyńska

https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/karolina_szczypek_lapacz_snow.pdf
https://www.dialog-pismo.pl/sites/default/files/biblioteka/karolina_szczypek_lapacz_snow.pdf





































